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Slam Walter Dean Myers The book “Slam” by Walter
Dean Myers is about a high school boy named Greg
who has trouble succeeding both in school and out. He
is a superstar high school basketball player who fights
the challenge of keeping his grades up as well as
cooping with the issue that his best friend Ice is a drug
dealer. Slam! by Walter Dean Myers Walter Dean Myers
is the 2012 - 2013 National Ambassador for Young
People's Literature. He is the critically acclaimed New
York Times bestselling author an award-winning body
of work which includes, SOMEWHERE IN THE
DARKNESS, SLAM!, and MONSTER. Amazon.com: Slam!
(9780545055741): Myers, Walter Dean
... <p><b>Author Walter Dean Myers is the 2019
Children’s Literature Legacy Award winner.</b><br />
Seventeen-year-old Greg &quot;Slam&quot; Harris can
do it all on the basketball court. He's quick enough to
handle the point guard slot and, as his tag implies, he
can slam dunk at will. Slam! by Walter Dean Myers |
Scholastic “Slam!” is a young adult novel by Walter
Dean Myers. The story revolves around the efforts of
seventeen year-old Greg “Slam” Harris to play
basketball, while maintaining his academics and his
personal life. Slam lives in Harlem and attends the
prestigious magnet school Latimer in the South Bronx.
The school is predominantly white. Slam! Summary &
Study Guide "Walter Dean Myers never presents easy
solutions in his novels, and readers will appreciate
Slam! for the honesty with which Myers portrays the
dreams of one Harlem teenager." - The Horn Book "The
conclusion is hopeful, and the basketball scenes are
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tough." Amazon.com: Slam! eBook: Myers, Walter
Dean: Kindle Store “Myers has a neat trick of making
the reader see the world through Slam’s streetwise, lifenaïve eyes…. The conclusion is hopeful, and the
basketball scenes are tough.” —The Bulletin of the
Center for Children’s Books A Coretta Scott King Award
Winner Slam! (Walter Dean Myers) » Read Online Free
Books In the book, Slam, by Walter Dean Myers, one of
the main themes is if you work hard at what you love in
life, you can be successful at anything you put your
mind to. Throughout the book, many conflicts arise
that the main character Slam has to deal with and
overcome. Theme - Slam The story Slam by Walter
Dean Myers is about a boy named Greg Harris or Slam
as everyone calls him. Slam is a bit of a troubled kid
who isn't doing so hot in school. He also is struggling
with his family and his talent. Slam is a great
basketball player and basketball is his number one
priority. Slam! by Walter Dean Myers, Paperback |
Barnes & Noble® Walter Dean Myers This Study Guide
consists of approximately 25 pages of chapter
summaries, quotes, character analysis, themes, and
more - everything you need to sharpen your knowledge
of Slam!. Slam! - Chapters 1-5 Summary &
Analysis Walter Dean Myers (born Walter Milton Myers;
August 12, 1937 – July 1, 2014) was a writer of
children's books best known for young adult literature.
He was born in Martinsburg, West Virginia, but was
raised in Harlem, New York City. Walter Dean Myers Wikipedia In the book, Slam, by Walter Dean Myers, the
character Mtisha plays Slam's girlfriend. Mtisha is a
dark skinned, dark haired, pretty woman. Mtisha is a
dark skinned, dark haired, pretty woman. She likes
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Slam but values being treated right, so throughout the
book she makes sure Slam is always proper and nice to
her. Characterization - Slam New York Times
bestselling author Walter Dean Myers's last novel,
delivers a gripping story based on the life of a real
dancer known as Master Juba, who lived in the
nineteenth century, and influenced today's tap, jazz,
and step dancing. On A Clear Day Walter Dean
Myers Slam! Worksheets and Literature Unit by Walter
Dean Myers (Grades 5-9) Daily Reading Journal Go
beyond a simple book report. See the progress your
students make while they are reading! Slam! Reading
Journal: Slam!: Mixed Review Literature Unit Free Slam!
Worksheets and Literature Unit for Teachers ... Slam!
by:Walter Dean Myers Friday, November 18, 2005.
Slam! by:Walter Dean Myers Greg Harris, known as
Slam is an outstanding seventeen year old basketball
player from Harlem. He attends Latimer Arts Magnet
High School. Slam's grades are slipping fast, but his
basketball skills are what keeps him motivated.
... Slam! by:Walter Dean Myers Slam! By Walter Dean
Myers Thursday, 7 June 2012. Slam! - Entry 3 Summary
(Ch 14-21) Greg receives his PSAT score and scores a
good grade on it. He believes that he might be able to
receive a basketball scholarship if he continues to work
hard and do good on the actually SAT.Greg's temper
and attitude ends up causing problems as he almost
hits ... Slam! By Walter Dean Myers With an urban,
teenage voice, Walter Dean Myers earnestly reflects
the hopes and desires shared by many budding hoop
dreamers. Narrator Thomas Penny vividly captures
both the internal and external challenges Slam faces
while chasing his dream from the streets, to the
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classrooms, to the hardwood floors. Slam! by Walter
Dean Myers | Audiobook | Audible.com The novel
“Slam” by Walter Dean Myers has several themes. The
story is about the life, challenges, and growth of Greg
Harris. Greg is the narrator and he is name Slam on the
basketball court Slam! Questions and Answers eNotes.com SLAM! By Walter Dean Myers Quotes A
Pro's Summary My Critique "You still don't get it do
you? The only difference between on the court and off
it is that everybody is in the game off the court. You
will play, and you will win or lose. There's nobody on
the bench, nobody is SLAM! By Walter Dean Myers by Prezi SLAM! by Walter Dean Myers ‧ RELEASE DATE:
Nov. 1, 1996 A Harlem teenager learns how to apply
the will he has to win at hoops to other parts of his life
in this vivid, fluent story from Myers (Toussaint
L'Ouverture, p. 1472, etc.).
Browse the free eBooks by authors, titles, or languages
and then download the book as a Kindle file (.azw) or
another file type if you prefer. You can also find
ManyBooks' free eBooks from the genres page or
recommended category.
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Preparing the slam walter dean myers to entre
every morning is standard for many people. However,
there are yet many people who next don't taking into
consideration reading. This is a problem. But, bearing
in mind you can keep others to start reading, it will be
better. One of the books that can be recommended for
supplementary readers is [PDF]. This book is not nice
of hard book to read. It can be admission and
understand by the supplementary readers. bearing in
mind you air hard to get this book, you can endure it
based on the associate in this article. This is not
unaccompanied more or less how you get the slam
walter dean myers to read. It is more or less the
important situation that you can total as soon as
instinctive in this world. PDF as a look to do it is not
provided in this website. By clicking the link, you can
locate the other book to read. Yeah, this is it!. book
comes when the additional instruction and lesson all
period you edit it. By reading the content of this book,
even few, you can get what makes you character
satisfied. Yeah, the presentation of the knowledge by
reading it may be appropriately small, but the impact
will be therefore great. You can acknowledge it more
epoch to know more approximately this book. once you
have completed content of [PDF], you can in fact attain
how importance of a book, anything the book is. If you
are fond of this kind of book, just take on it as soon as
possible. You will be skillful to find the money for more
instruction to supplementary people. You may after
that find other things to complete for your daily
activity. next they are every served, you can create
further character of the vivaciousness future. This is
some parts of the PDF that you can take. And
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considering you essentially need a book to read, pick
this slam walter dean myers as fine reference.
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